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Hope you guys like it. There is a description of a glimmer man in the second chapter.
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1 - Glimmer Man

I wait in the night.
I hide from sight.
To my delight
All to watch, listen, take in
You can't see me but i can see you,
You catch a flash out of the corner of your eye,
But by then it's too late.
Your life flashes before your eyes
The last thing in sight is me.
I am a glimmer man.

You all must be wondering what a glimmer man is. The glimmer men were an elite special operations
squad for the military in Vietnam. They were some of the best of the best. They got their name from the
people in Vietnam. They called this group the glimmer men, because the last thing they saw before they
died was a glimmer of the squad. No one really knew who the glimmer men were. They had to hand in
their dog tags before any missions and operated unknown. If they were caught, the military and the
government, claimed they knew nothing of their existence. For it would cause an international incident.



2 - Description of a Glimmer Man

        You all must be wondering what a glimmer man is. The glimmer men were an elite special
operations squad for the military in Vietnam. They were some of the best of the best. They got their
name from the people in Vietnam. They called this group the glimmer men, because the last thing they
saw before they died was a glimmer of the squad. No one really knew who the glimmer men were. They
had to hand in their dog tags before any missions and operated unknown. If they were caught, the
military and the government, claimed they knew nothing of their existence. For it would cause an
international incident. Glimmer men took this into acceptance, and completed the task at hand. They
always had one goal in mind, complete the mission at any cost. The only reason they took the deadly
missions was because they loved their country, and wanted to make their contribution to the war. All so
it would end sooner, so we could all have a better tomorrow.
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